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NEW QUESTION: 1
Sophia, a market researcher at Contell Foods, is tasked with
assessing the particular food tastes of the Hispanic population
in the United States. Previously conducted surveys reveal that
the company has failed to tap into the market for processed
foods with respect to Hispanic Americans. As a part of Sophia's
task, she is required to stay with 50 Hispanic American
families and white American families over a period of 6 months
and understand the difference in the food tastes, the cooking
methods used, and the family culture prevalent in these
families. Sophia is conducting _____ research.
A. focus group
B. mixed
C. content analysis
D. ethnographic
E. quantitative
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Service Consumer A sends a request message with an
authentication token to Service A, but before the message
reaches Service A, it is intercepted by Service Agent A (1).
Service Agent A validates the security credentials and also
validates whether the message is compliant with Security Policy
A.
If either validation fails, Service Agent A rejects the request
message and writes an error log to Database A (2A). If both
validations succeed, the request message is sent to Service A
(2B).
Service A retrieves additional data from a legacy system (3)
and then submits a request message to Service B Before arriving
at Service B, the request message is intercepted by Service
Agent B (4) which validates its compliance with Security Policy
SIB then Service Agent C (5) which validates its compliance
with Security Policy B.
If either of these validations fails, an error message is sent
back to Service A.
that then forwards it to Service Agent A so that it the error
can be logged in Database A (2A). If both validations succeed,
the request message is sent to Service B (6). Service B
subsequently stores the data from the message in Database B
(7).
Service A and Service Agent A reside in Service Inventory A.
Service B and Service Agents B and C reside in Service
Inventory B.
Security Policy SIB is used by all services that reside in
Service Inventory B.
Service B can also be invoked by other service consumers from
Service Inventory B.
Request messages sent by these service consumers must also be
compliant with Security Policies SIB and B.

Access to the legacy system in Service Inventory A is currently
only possible via Service A, which means messages must be
validated for compliance with Security Policy A.
A new requirement has emerged to allow services from Service
Inventory B to access the legacy system via a new perimeter
service that will be dedicated to processing request messages
from services residing in Service Inventory B.
Because the legacy system has no security features, all
security processing will need to be carried out by the
perimeter service.
However, there are parts of Security Policy A that are specific
to Service A and do not apply to the legacy system or the
perimeter service. Furthermore, response messages sent by the
perimeter service to services from Service Inventory B will
still need to be validated for compliance to Security Policy B
and Security Policy SIB.
How can the Policy Centralization pattern be correctly applied
without compromising the policy compliance requirements of
services in both service inventories?
A. A single centralized security policy can be created by
combining Security Policy A, Security Policy B.
and Security Policy SIB into a single security policy that is
shared by services in both Service Inventory A and Service
Inventory B.
This means that the new perimeter service can share the same
new security policy with Service A.
This further simplifies message exchange processing because
request messages sent by services in Service Inventory B to the
new perimeter service need to comply to the same security
policy as the response messages sent back by the perimeter
service to the services in Service Inventory B.
B. In order for Security Policy A to be centralized so that it
can be shared by Service A and the new perimeter service,
messages sent to the perimeter service from services in Service
Inventory B will need to continue complying with Security
Policy A, even if it requires that the messages contain content
that does not relate to accessing the legacy system. In order
to centralize Security Policy B it will need to be combined
with Security Policy SIB, which means that the functionality
within Service Agents B and C can be combined into a single
service agent.
C. Due to the amount of overlap among Security Policy A,
Security Policy B, and Security Policy SIB, the Policy
Centralization pattern cannot be correctly applied to enable
the described message exchange between the perimeter service in
Service Inventory A and services in Service Inventory B.
D. The parts of Security Policy A that are required for access
to the new perimeter service need to be removed and placed into
a new security policy that is shared by Service A and the
perimeter service. Messages sent by services accessing the
perimeter service from Service Inventory B will need to be
compliant with the new security policy. Because the perimeter
service is dedicated to message exchange with services from

Service Inventory B, response messages sent by the perimeter
service can be designed for compliance to Security Policy B and
Security Policy SIB.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
A network engineer investigates a recent network failure and
notices that one of the interfaces on the switch is still down.
What is causing the line protocol on this interface to be shown
as down?
A. There is a speed mismatch on the interface.
B. There is a layer 1 physical issue.
C. There is a duplex mismatch on the interface.
D. The interface is configured as the source of the SPAN
session.
E. The interface is configured as the target of the SPAN
session.
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 4
A law office has been leasing dark fiber from a local
telecommunications company to connect a remote office to
company headquarters. The telecommunications company has
decided to discontinue its dark fiber product and is offering
an MPLS connection, which the law office feels is too
expensive. Which of the following is the BEST solution for the
law office?
A. Site-to-site VPN
B. VLAN
C. Remote access VPN
D. VPN concentrator
Answer: A
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